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Biomechanics has been developed as one of the most powerful scientific applications for analyzing
performances in exercise and sports. Biomechanics is widely spread covering almost all the sport areas:
from water sports to sky sports, from summer sports to winter sports. Sport biomechanics can not only
provide motion analysis but also can yield scientific feedbacks immediately for the field coaches and
athletes, which can satisfy the pursuits for optimizing sports performance.
In this invited lecture, I will cover recent biomechanics approaches on the elite Japanese ski jumpers. The
“feelings” of pressure from the ground, the “feelings” of pressure from the air flow is reproduced in the
laboratory environment under the simulated ski jump conditions. I will introduce the new research
directions in “KANSEI biomechanics”. Biomechanics mainly consists of two research fields- Kinetics
and Kinematics. Kinematics is mainly applied for the analysis of motions in sports by means of using
video cameras. Even using a general speed of 24 frames per second, results of an important phase of
motion in sport can be obtained.  High speed cameras are used when capturing a high speed phase of
throwing, kicking or hitting a ball. In Kinetics, researchers sometimes employ the use of a force plate to
measure force production during a sport motion. For example, special force plates are set at the ski jump
site for the measurement of take-off forces.
In Coaching and Training, Biomechanics has its advantages on improving sports performance. However,
it is not easy to provide useful, bite-sized and easily understood information of the biomechanics to
coaches and athletes that would make sense to them, given that many of them may not have a strong
science background. This is one of the very big problems facing all the biomechanics scientists.
The ”Kansei Biomechanics” has been tried to bridge this gap between the two sides.


